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Key Selling Points
Author shares her universe with her 12k Instagram followers, and has sold over 2,000 copies of her book since its publication in June 2021
Simple sewing, knitting and crochet instructions to create 18 cute, cuddly toys
Full-size patterns and all techniques included
Accessible for beginners with step-by-step instructions 
Create stylish clothes and accessories to mix and match!

Description
Sew 18 cute and cuddly friends with stylish clothes and accessories to mix and match!

Step into the world of Rose Minuscule and discover the colourful 'Rainbow Club Friends', including Robinson and Oscar the lions, Amelie the
rabbit, Theo the bear and Remy the dog. Learn to sew adorable, characterful faces; learn to stuff and sew up body parts; and create a stylish
wardrobe for your new friends.

The gorgeous projects are shown step by step, with clear, full instructions, and all the patterns are included at actual size. Each member of the
Rainbow Club has their own stylish outfit to sew, knit or crochet, and gorgeous accessories to make, including party hats, scarves, bags, a cape
and even a hot air balloon! Some of the projects require small amounts of knitting and crochet – which give the projects a gorgeous textural
appeal – but all the techniques you need are clearly photographed and explained. 

About the Author
Laurence Bonnet is married to a nice grumpy bear. She owns two cats and is the mother of three little rabbits. Since she was little she has spent
most of her time making, sewing, knitting, drawing... she never stops creating! So, in 2009, she created her first characters in fabric and soon
after, Rose Minuscule was born. In her den not far from Paris, she installed a small workshop in which she spends most of her time sewing and
knitting poetic stories. Her creations speak of childhood, of the difficulty of being small, of the power that small things have to reassure and 
make the world around them sweeter. Check out her Instagram @minusculerose and visit her website: www.rose-minuscule.com
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